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ABSTRACT. Let H be an infinite dimensional complex Hubert space,

and let  !B(/V) (resp. C(zY)) be the algebra of all bounded (resp. compact) lin-

ear operators on H.  It is well known that every   T e 3$(zV) has a best approx-

imation from the subspace  C(zV).  The purpose of this paper is to study the

uniqueness problem concerning the best approximation of a bounded linear

operator by compact operators.  Our criterion for selecting a unique represent-

ative from the set of best approximants is that the representative should com-

mute with   T. In particular, many familiar operators are shown to have zero as

a unique commuting best approximant.

Introduction. Let H be an infinite dimensional complex Hubert space,

and let $(//) (resp. C(H)) be the algebra of all bounded (resp. compact) lin-

ear operators on H. It is well known 14], [6] that C(H) is proximinal in jj(H),

that is, for every T e %(H) there exists a C e Ç.(H) such that   ||T - C|| =

dist (T, (¿.(H)). It was shown, in [7], for arbitrary noncompact  T that the set

j(T) of best compact approximants to  T  has infinite dimension.  From this

proposition it can be deduced that cQ viewed as a subspace of zzz has the

same property. These spaces are the first "natural" proximinal subspaces

known to the authors to have such a property. This phenomenon leads one to

the question of finding a unique representative from j(T). Thus the purpose

of this paper is to study the uniqueness problem concerning the best approxi-

mation of a bounded linear operator by compact operators.   Our criterion for

selecting a unique representative CT from 9(T) is that C"r should commute

with T.

Now, in general, to satisfy our criterion for arbitrary  T is not an easy

task, since Lomonosov has shown [8] that any operator commuting with a

nontrivial compact operator has a nontrivial invariant subspace. However,

we recall from [7] that operators in the set £(H)° = \T e S(tf)| ||T|| =

dist (T, C(W))1 (anticompact operators) have, by definition, a commuting best

compact approximant, namely 0. The anticompact operators have been

considered by Coburn [2] and were termed "extremely noncompact." To study
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this situation in more detail, we introduce two classes of operators in £(H):

ZUC a\T e %(H)\0 is the unique compact operator that commutes with T\

and

ZUCA = {T e i8(//)|0 is the unique operator in 9(T) that commutes with T\.

Clearly, ZUC O £(r/)° C ZUCA C (¿(H)0 and, as we shall see, these inclu-

sions are proper. The following fact, whose proof is omitted, constitutes the

only general necessary condition known to us for membership in the classes

ZUC or ZUCA.

Proposition 1. A72 operator in iB(z7) cannot belong to ZUC or ZUCA  if

it has a compact direct summand.

In the first section of this paper we show that several classes of oper-

ators are in ZUCA be virtue of being in ZUC n (¿(H) , In the second sec-

tion we provide criteria for a weighted shift to belong to the various opera-

tor classes (¿(H) , ZUC, and ZUCA. In the final two sections we consider

some counterexamples and open questions. Any terms not defined in this

paper may be found in [s].

At this time we would like to thank Professor C. R. Putnam for his many

helpful discussions.

1.  Operators in ZUC Pi (¿(H) . What sort of operators are in ZUCA?

Many operators are in ZUCA by virtue of being in ZUC D c(/7) . We begin

the investigation of this latter subset by identifying a large class of oper-

ators in (¿(H)0.

Let re(T) be the essential spectral radius of T e %(H). Although there

are several notions of essential spectrum, it was shown in [9] that the cor-

responding essential spectral radii are all the same. Hence rg(T) is unam-

biguously defined as, for example, maxj|À| |À e licePiH) Spectrum (T + C)\.

Definition. T e ¡B(/i) is essentially normaloid if  re(T)= \\T\\.

In [7] it was observed that seminormal operators with empty point spec-

trum are essentially normaloid, and the following proposition was proved:

Proposition 2. Every essentially normaloid operator is anticompact.

Our strategy for this section may now be described. We will use Propo-

sition 1 to restrict our attention to certain essentially normaloid operators.

Then, in view of Proposition 2, to prove that such an operator is in ZUCA

it suffices to show that the operator belongs to ZUC.
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Theorem 1. A normal operator is in ZUC H (¿(H)    if and only if its point

spectrum is empty.

Proof. Since any eigenspace of a normal operator isa reducing subspace,

a normal operator with an eigenvalue has a compact direct summand and by

Proposition 1 is not in ZUCA.

Conversely, let N be a normal operator with empty point spectrum. By

the preceding discussion it is sufficient to show that N e ZUC. Suppose that

C is a compact operator and C commutes with zV (written C «-+ zV). We

show C = 0. Now N «-» C implies N *-* C    (Fuglede's theorem). Thus N

«-» C implies N *-» C C.  Since C C isa positive, compact operator, the

Schmidt (polar) decomposition asserts that the spectrum of C C consists of

0 and a (possibly empty) decreasing sequence of positive eigenvalues, each

of finite multiplicity.

Suppose that E is an eigenspace of C C corresponding to a positive

eigenvalue. It is easy to check that N «-» C C implies E is an invariant

subspace of N. Since E is finite dimensional, this means that zV must have

an eigenvalue, which contradicts our hypothesis. Thus the spectrum of C C

is |0j. Hence C C = 0, which implies C = 0. Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. Atz isometry is in ZUC n C(H)° if and only if its point spec-

trum is empty.

Proof. Express the isometry in its Wold decomposition [5] as U © W,

where U is a pure isometry (i.e. a unilateral shift of some multiplicity) and

W is a unitary operator. Any eigenspace of the isometry must be an eigen-

space of the unitary part, and hence a reducing subspace of the isometry.

Thus if an isometry has an eigenvalue, it has a compact direct summand, and

by Proposition 1 it is not in ZUCA.

Conversely, if the point spectrum of the isometry (a subnormal operator)

is empty, Proposition 2 is applicable, and it is sufficient to show that the

isometry is in ZUC.

First, consider a pure isometry  U.  U is defined by

U(Xy       X2,       Xy       ...)     =     (0,     Xy       X2,       Xy       .    .     .)

where the x. are elements of a fixed Hilbert space  K such that 2||x.||   <

00. Let x e K be a fixed unit vector, and define e^ = (O,..., 0, x, 0,« • • )

where x is the 72th component of e . Then \e }  =1 is an orthonormal se-

quence in the domain of U. Suppose C is a compact operator and C *-* U.

Then
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UC(en) = CU(en)=C(en+l),

which implies

•■• = I1CK+I)|| = llc(e7i)|l = ... = ||c(ei)||.

Because C is compact, lim C(e ) = 0, and hence C(e  ) = 0 for every 72; that

is, C a 0.

Consider any compact operator C which commutes with the isometry.

Corresponding to the Wold decomposition  L w] of the isometry we have C =

tc p], where A, B, C, and D ate compact. From the commutativity of these

operators it follows that A «-» U and D «-» W, so by the above paragraph and

Theorem 1 we have A = 0 and D = 0. Further, CU = WC, and if we consider

e    as above we have
n

WC(e ) a CU(e ) = C(e   ..)
n n »2+1

and ••« = l|£(en+1)|| = ||C(en)|| =•••= ||C(ej)||.. As before, the compactness

of C implies that C = 0.   Lastly, BW = UB, so that W*B* = B*U*. Again

letting e    be as above, and recalling that  U    is the backwards shift we have

W*B*(e      ) = B*U*(e      ) a B*(e)
n tl n +1 n

and

~>=\\B*ien+l)\\ = \\B*ien)\\a... = \\B*iey-\\aO,

.*so that B   = 0, whence B = 0. Q.E.D.

Before proceeding to the last classes of operators in ZUC ("I (¿(H) , we

state and prove a proposition that will be used to show that the operators are

in ZUC.  The fact that ZUC and ZUCA  ate invariant under adjunction is

easy to verify and is used in the proposition.

Proposition 3. If an operator has empty point spectrum and its adjoint

has so many simple eigenvalues that the corresponding eigenvectors are fun-

damental in H, then the adjoint of the operator (hence the operator itself) is

in ZUC.

Proof. Suppose C *-+ T and C is compact. By an argument similar to

the one used in the proof of Theorem 1, it is clear that spectrum (C) = |0} =

spectrum (C ). We show that C   = 0 by showing C (x) = 0 for any eigenvec-

tor x associated with a simple eigenvalue X of T . Since C *-* T, we have

C* *-* T* so that T*C*(x) = C*T*(x) = XC*(x). Since A is a simple
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eigenvalue of T , x must be an eigenvector of C . Because spectrum (C )

a JO}, we have C*(x) = 0. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3. Each of the following (classes of) operators is contained in

ZUC n (¿(H)0 C ZUCA:

(a) the discrete Cesaro operator,

(b) multiplication by a bounded schlicht function on some Bergman space,

(c) Toeplitz operators whose corresponding multiplication function is

schlicht.

Proof. It is well known that these operators are subnormal and have emp-

ty point spectrum; thus, in accord with the strategy of this section, it is suf-

ficient to show that they belong to ZUC. This we will do by showing that in

each of these cases the hypotheses of Proposition 3 are satisfied.

Proof of (a). In [l] the following facts were proved: the point spectrum

of the adjoint of the discrete Cesaro operator is ¡A||1 — A| < 1}; each of these

eigenvalues is simple; when  /    is identified with the Hardy space H    in the

natural manner, the function  (1 — z) '   "    is an eigenvector associated with

A. It remains to show that these eigenvectors are fundamental. By consider-

ing A = 1, 1/2, 1/3, •'.   it is easy to see that the span of the eigenvectors

includes  1, z, z2, • • «. Thus the span of the eigenvectors of the adjoint of

the discrete Cesaro operator is dense.  Q.E.D.

Proof of (b). Let

D a a fixed region in the complex plane,

cp = a bounded schlicht function on D,

T = multiplication by çS on A (D),

K^ = reproducing element for "evaluation at A" functional 8^.

Since !ri^!^eD is fundamental in A (D), it is sufficient to show that cp(X)

is a simple eigenvalue of T    with corresponding eigenvector K^, for each

X e D. To do this recall that

ker(T* - ~pÄxll) = ran(T - ¿(X)!)1.

Thus, using the definition of K^, it is easy to check that K^ is an eigenvec-

tor associated with cS(A). To see that cp(X) is simple we verify that

ran (T — cß(X)l) is the kernel of a linear functional, viz.,

ran (7/ - cS(A)/) = ig e A2(D)|g(A) = 0i = ker{SJ.

Now we clearly have
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ran(T - cS(A)/) = ¡g\g(z) = (<f>(z) - <¿(A))/(z) for some / e A2(D)\

C\g e A2(D)\g(X) a 0}.

For any g e A2(D) such that g(A) = 0 we may define f(z) = g(z)/(<p(z) - cp\(X)),

and the problem reduces to showing / e A2(D). f is defined at 2= A since

lim        g{z) g,{X)
z~\cp(z)-cp(X)     cp"(X)

and c5'(A) ■/=■ 0 because cf> is schlicht [il, p. 198], It is similarly easy to

check that / is differentiable at z = A. To see that / e L2(D), note that /

is continuous on a disc D^ centered at A and contained in D. Thus / is cer-

tainly in L (Dy). It suffices to show that  \cp(z) - cp(X)\  is bounded away from

0 on D\Dy  If this were not true, there would exist z , n = 1, 2,..., in

D\D^ such that <p(z  ) ■-* cp(X) as 72 —» 00. Since cp~    is also analytic on D

[il, p. I99I z   —► A as 72 —» 00. This is a contradiction.  Q.E.D.

Proof of (c). Using the representation of the Hardy space as H (D) where

D is the open unit disc, the proof is essentially the same as in part (b). The

only difference is that for g e H (D) such that g(A) = 0, it must be observed

that J^lfire1  )\2 dd is uniformly bounded for r sufficiently close to but less

than 1, where f(z) = g(z)/(cß(z) — cp(X)). The proof of this observation is also

analogous to the corresponding one in part (b). Q.E.D.

Remark 1. The above classes of operators in ZUC (ZUCA) ate all hypo-

normal (even subnormal) and have empty point spectrum. From Proposition 1

and the fact that eigenspaces reduce hyponormal operators it follows that the

empty point spectrum assumption was necessary for such operators to be in

ZUC (ZUCA). However, this necessary condition breaks down for seminormal

operators.   For example, the adjoint of the unilateral shift is in  ZUC (and

ZUCA) by Proposition 2; yet its point spectrum is the open unit disc.

Remark 2. Although the result of Shields and Wallen [lO, Theorem 2] im-

plies that their multiplication operators Mz belong to ZUC, Proposition 3 is

applicable to a more general situation where their condition (c) is significantly

weakened and condition (d) is eliminated.   We also mention that Theorem 3(c)

has recently been proved independently by Deddens and Wong L3j«

2. Weighted shifts. In this section we consider the following question:

Which weighted shifts belong to the classes (¿(H)0, ZUC, and ZUCA? We

will use the following notation for a weighted shift throughout this section:

00

T a Z a e        ® ë
*~-      n   n+1 n
n = l
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i.e.

r(x) = Y| a (x, e )e     ,
v  '      ¿*      nx  '    n'   n+\

n = l

where \e  j°° ,  is an orthonormal basis of H, chosen in such a way that the
n n=l '

weights a    are nonnegative. If T had a zero weight it would have a finite

rank direct summand, and by Proposition 1 it would not be in ZUC or ZUCA.

Hence, we will require that all the weights be positive.

We begin by characterizing the weighted shifts in ZUC. For T e %(H) a

necessary condition for T to be in ZUC is that Tn be noncompact for every

positive integer 72. It is interesting to note that for weighted shifts this con-

dition is also sufficient.

Theorem 4. A weighted shift T with positive weights an belongs to

ZUC if and only if there does not exist a kQ > 1 so that lün^í.0    i*,,a    .     1)

= 0.

Proof. If there exists k. > 1 suchthat lim   (a    -•••a    .      ,)=0, then
U      fcn_i "       " + 1 n+kQ-l '

by the Schmidt decomposition T is compact and T is not in ZUC.

Conversely, suppose C *-* T. This is equivalent to

TCie) = CT(e) = aC(e     )    fot all 72.
n n n       n + i

Hence

C(e    AmJLcie )-•••--C(e A    for all tz.
n+v    a        n a   • • • a,       1

n n 1

If T Is not in ZUC, then we may assume that the above C is compact and

nonzero. Thus C(el)4 0 and we may write C(el)= 2°^,    ß.e. with ßk   ¿

0. Because  ||Tn(C(e,))|l > \ßk a.   • • • a„+jfen_il> and C is compact we have

o«iim||c(«B+1)i| = iim—-i_-||r"(c(ei))|i
n n    "-„ ""i

>lim|/3i  I-=-lima   ., • • • a.,,4.1     ,.
n        O1       af|".a1 afe()_1...a1  „     n+i n+kQ-i

Hence from the term immediately after the inequality we see that kQ > 1, and

it follows that lim   (a.    , •••a    .„   ,)=0. Q.E.D.
n      n + 1 n +k q — 1 x

The following remarks will be useful later, and refer to a weighted shift

T with positive weights.
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Remark 3. If T 4 (¿(H) and T i ZUC, then the kQ in this theorem sat-

isfies kQ > 3.

Remark 4. I£ 0 4 C e (¿(H) and C «-» T, then C(e x) = 2?.    ß.e. with

ßk   4 0 and k0 > 1. Thus for tz > 1,

T" 1 °°
C(e   .,)..-Í-C(e,) =-   Z   j8.(a.... a.x     >..   ,

n+i'    a   •■• a,       i     a   "• a,   ^^   ' í   7 j+n-v i+n'
71 l » l i'kQ

so that C(en   .) is orthogonal to By..., e„+in_i'

Remark 5. If C e (¿(H) and C *-* T, then C = 0 if and only if C(en) =

0, for some integer 72.

In [7] a characterization of the weighted shifts with nonnegative weights

in (¿(H)    was given, namely:

Proposition 4. A weighted shift with nonnegative weights a    belongs

to (¿(H)0 if and only if supn an = lim sup ^^ a^.

Thus combining Propositions 3 and 4, we obtain a characterization of

all weighted shifts in ZUC D (¿(H)0 in terms of the weights. From this char-

acterization it may be easily verified that

Corollary. A hyponormal weighted shift is in ZUC O (¿(H)    if and only

if its point spectrum is empty.

We do not know a necessary and sufficient condition for a weighted shift

to be in ZUCA. We do know, however, that the weighted shifts in ZUC O

(¿(H)   do not exhaust the weighted shifts in ZUCA. The next proposition

will enable us to exhibit such an example.

Proposition 5.  Let T e (¿(H)    be a weighted shift (with positive weights)

which attains its norm.  Then T e ZUCA.

Proof. Let ttz be an integer such that a    = ||T|[. Suppose that 0^ C e

9(T) and C +->T. Then

\\T\\2a\\T-C\\2>\\(T-C)(em)\\2=\\amem+1-C(em)\\2.

By Remark 3, kQ > 3, so, by Remark 4, em+1 is orthogonal to C(em). So

\\T\\2> a2m + l|C(em)||2, whence C(eJ = 0. Thus, by Remark 5, C = 0. This

proves that T 6 ZUCA.

Remark 6. We now use this proposition to prove that the inclusion ZfiC

H C(/7)   C ZUCA is proper. Consider the operator

T=   Z   e j.1 • *~+   Z   ~e    , ® ~.
'•^      n+\ n *^    n   n+l n

n odd n even
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From Proposition 4 and Theorem 4 it follows that T e (¿(H)    and T 4 ZUC.

However, Proposition 5 is satisfied so T e ZUC.

The condition, in Proposition 5, that T attain its norm may be relaxed

to the condition that a subsequence of the weights approaches the norm rel-

atively quickly. To be more precise, suppose for T 4 ZUC we let kQ be

the smallest integer so that kQ> I  and the condition of Theorem 4 is satis-

fied. Then we have

Proposition 6. // T is a weighted shift with positive weights, T e (¿(H) ,

T 4 ZUC, and for every ß > 0 aTza" k > kQ there exists an m depending upon

ß and k so that

\\TW2-a2m+1<(ßak...a2m+k_1)/iam...al),

then T e ZUCA.

The proof is omitted since its essence is contained in the proof of Prop-

osition 5. This result enlarges the class of weighted shifts known to be in

ZUCA.

3. A counterexample.  It has been established that all normal operators

with empty point spectrum and several other classes of hyponormal operators

with empty point spectrum are in ZUC D (¿(H)   C ZUCA.  One might suspect

that all hyponormal operators with empty point spectrum are in ZUCA.  This

is decidedly not the case as is demonstrated by the following proposition

and its corollary.

Proposition 7.  There exists a quasinormal operator with empty point

spectrum having a nonzero commuting compact operator.

Proof. Let Hal, ie  i°^_,   the standard orthonormal basis in  / , and
n n— i '

define  PAx) = 2°!_, axe    where x = 5.x , x e    and  a   > a     , > 0 for
0 n=l     n   n   n zz=l     n   n n n+l

all tz.   PQ is a positive operator on  I . Let T = UP be the dilated shift oper-

ator defined by  Pn, i.e., dom(T) = ©^ H., H. = H, P = ©~ P., P. a PQ, and

U = unilateral shift on  ©^ H.. Now the point spectrum of T is empty since

PQ is injective, and  UP = PU, so T is quasinormal.

We recall'the Rellich criterion for compact operators: an operator C is

compact if and only if for any e > 0 there exists a finite codimensional sub-

space  Vf such that  ||C|V£|| < f. Let C. e (¿(H). The Rellich criterion implies

that C a ©^ C. defined on   ©^ H. is compact if and only if  ||C.|| —» 0 as

;' —» oo. It is also easy to verify that C «-* T if and only if

(*) P0C, = C7+1P0     forall>'-
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So it suffices to make a choice of C. satisfying these equations and such

that  ||C.||-» 0.

Define C = 2°° , ßu)e    . ® ? , where ß(1) ¿0 as 72 -> «. and /3</>   =

ßv+}* a +i/&n*  Let us now require that supn(an+l/an) = A < 1 (e.g., an

= V(n+ß). Then fl«), < A'-1^» <A'-.1/9\»»i and since  ||C.|| = supn /Ç>

we have ||C.|| —» 0 as 72 —» oc.   In addition, each C. is compact since ß^f'

—> 0 as « —♦ oo. Finally, condition (*) is satisfied so that C *-* T.

Corollary. There exists a quasinormal operator with empty point spec-

trum having a nonzero commuting compact best approximant.

Proof. Let T and C be as in the previous example, let N be a normal

operator with empty point spectrum on some Hilbert space, and consider the

operator N (BT, on the appropriate Hilbert space H. N © T is a quasinormal

operator, and its point spectrum is empty. Suppose that  \\N\\ > \\T — C||  and

||zV|| > ||7"||. In [7] it was proved that if C,  is a best compact approximant to

N and C2 is a best compact approximant to T, then

dist (A/ © T, eCfO) = ||/V © T - C, © C2||.

Because 0 is a best compact approximant to N (by Proposition 2) and

l|T - C2| < 117*11 < ||/V||, it follows that

distOV © r, COO) = maxi||zV||, ||T - C2||] = ||/V||.

Thus if we let  K = 0 © C ?¿ 0, we see that  X «-» N © T and

||.V © T - K|l = ||/V|| = dist(/V © T, (¿(K)).    Q.E.D.

4. The discontinuous nature of ZUC (ZUCA). The relationship between

the metric complement (_(H)    and its subsets ZUCA is interesting. For ex-

ample, the possibility that ZUCA  is dense in (¿(H)    is an intriguing but

open question. However, neither ZUCA not ZUC is closed.

Proposition 8.  There is a sequence of selfadjoint operators with empty

point spectrum that converges to the identity operator.

Proof. Let S be any selfadjoint operator with empty point spectrum.

Evidently T   = I + e S, t   —» 0, is a sequence of selfadjoint operators with

empty point spectrum converging uniformly to /.  Q.E.D.

By Theorem 1, the T  's are in ZUC and ZUCA; however, / is in neither.

Such a phenomenon illustrates the delicate and discontinuous nature of the

ZÍ7CA property since we have just exhibited a sequence of operators each

of whose set of commuting best compact approximations is zero dimensional,
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but whose (norm) limit has an infinite dimensional set of commuting best com-

pact approximations.
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